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Sand Play for the Soul HarperCollins
Take Back Your Power and Unleash It on the
World Filled with transformative stories of
powerful women from legend and history, this
book explores themes that witches, heretics, and
warriors confront in a patriarchal world. Join the
fight against the status quo by learning how to
invoke your own defiant female ancestors and the
lessons they represent. Each chapter examines a
topic like standing tall in your beliefs, finding your
voice, embracing your sexuality, and loving your
body. This book will inspire you through the stories
of Circe, Anne Boleyn, Marie Laveau, Mary
Magdalene, Jeanne D'Arc, Salome, Boudicca,
Moving Robe Woman, and Harriet Tubman.
Phoenix LeFae also shares hands-on practices—
including rituals, crafts, and meditations—designed
to support you as you connect to your inner rebel.
Learn how to create shrines, connect to your
community, work with essential oils, and more as
you find and embrace your own personal power.
Urgent Message from Mother

HarperCollins
In this challenging and
enlightening companion volume
to the bestselling Goddesses
in Everywoman, Jean Shinoda
Bolen turns her attention to
the powerful inner
patterns--or archetypes--that
shape men's personalities,
careers, and personal
relationships. Viewing these
archtypes as the inner
counterparts of the outer
world of cultural
stereotypes, she demonstrates
how men an women can gain an
nvaluable sense of wholeness
and integration when what
they do is consistent with
who they are. Dr. Bolen
introduces these patterns in
the guise of eight archetypal
gods, or personality types,
with whom the reader will
identify. From the
authoritarian power-seeking
gods (Zeus, Poseidon) to the
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gods of creativity (Apollo,
Hephaestus) to the sensual
Dionysus, Dr. Bolen shows men
how to identify their ruling
gods, how to decide which to
cultivate and which to
overcome, and how to tap
thepwer of these enduring
archetypes in order to enrich
and strengthen their lives.
She also stresses the
importance of understanding
which gods you are attracted
to and which are compatible
with your expectations,
uncovers the origins of the
often-difficult father-son
relationship, and explores
society's deep conflict
between nurturing behavior and
the need to foster
masculinity. In Gods in
Everyman Dr. Bolen presents us
with a compassionate and lucid
male psychology that will help
all men and women to better
understand themselves and
their relationships with their
fathers, their sons, their
brothers, and their lovers.
Goddesses in Everywoman Harper Collins
A classic work of female psychology that uses
seven archetypcal goddesses as a way of
describing behavior patterns and personality
traits is being introduced to the next generation
of readers with a new introduction by the
author. Psychoanalyst Jean Bolen's career
soared in the early 1980s when Goddesses in
Everywoman was published. Thousands of
women readers became fascinated with
identifying their own inner goddesses and using
these archetypes to guide themselves to greater
self–esteem, creativity, and happiness. Bolen's

radical idea was that just as women used to be
unconscious of the powerful effects that cultural
stereotypes had on them, they were also
unconscious of powerful archetypal forces
within them that influence what they do and
how they feel, and which account for major
differences among them. Bolen believes that an
understanding of these inner patterns and their
interrelationships offers reassuring,
true–to–life alternatives that take women far
beyond such restrictive dichotomies as
masculine/feminine, mother/lover,
careerist/housewife. And she demonstrates in
this book how understanding them can provide
the key to self–knowledge and wholeness. Dr.
Bolen introduced these patterns in the guise of
seven archetypal goddesses, or personality types,
with whom all women could identify, from the
autonomous Artemis and the cool Athena to the
nurturing Demeter and the creative Aphrodite,
and explains how to decide which to cultivate
and which to overcome, and how to tap the
power of these enduring archetypes to become a
better "heroine" in one's own life story.
Goddesses in Older Women Harper
Collins
Examines coincidental events that
individuals find significant, but which
cannot be rationally explained,
suggesting ways of using the resulting
feelings of universal unity in Jungian
therapies and Taoist introspection
Witches, Heretics & Warrior Women
Bantam
Women face many challenging transitions
on the pilgrimage from girlhood through
womanhood: menses, love and heartbreak,
motherhood, menopause. Devoid of a
central narrative, these rites of passage
too often happen in shame and secrecy,
leaving women doubting their personal
power and self-worth. Bestselling author
and founder of The Way of the Happy
Woman�, Sara Avant Stover saw how
women erroneously viewed these
initiations as “curses” and sought to
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present a new model that reflected the
power and wisdom unique to the feminine
path. The Book of SHE celebrates all that
it means to be a woman, from mythological
underpinnings to the cycles of our day-to-
day lives. Drawing on archetypes including
Mary Magdalene, the Dark Goddess, and
Green Tara, Stover will guide you on a
journey home to psychological wholeness,
personal empowerment, and, ultimately,
full feminine spiritual Awakening.
Brimming with mystery and magic, this
provocative book makes ancient wisdom
and healing practices accessible to every
woman who is ready to revel in her full
femininity — the dark and the light —
through joyfully becoming the heroine of
her own life.

The Book of SHE New World
Library
In a series of chapters each
focusing on a different goddess or
mythical woman, Christine Downing
traces her own path of individuation
from maiden-daughter to mature
woman. A therapist, university
professor of religion, and former
president of the American Academy
of Religion, she writes what is
essentially an autobiography with
an inner focus on her dreams and
fantasies, and their meanings to her.
She writes in a direct and intimate
way, using to great bit effortless
effect her deep culture and wide
learning. -The Journal of Analytical
Psychology
The Goddess Solution Mango Media
Inc.
At some point after fifty, every woman
crosses a threshold into the third
phase of her life. As she enters this
uncharted territory -- one that is
generally uncelebrated in popular
culture -- she can choose to mourn

what has gone before, or she can
embrace the juicy crone years. In this
celebration of Act 3, Jungian analyst
Jean Shinoda Bolen names the powerful
new energies and potentials, or
archetypes, that come into the psyche
at this momentous time, suggesting
that women getting older have
profound and exciting reasons for
welcoming the other side of fifty. As
Bolen has explained in her remarkable
body of work, there are goddesses in
every woman, deep archetypal sources
of wisdom, authenticity and spirituality
that, once tapped, energize us and give
us a sense of meaning and self-
acceptance. The knowledge of which
archetypes are active within us at each
phase of life-maiden, mother (or
matron), and cronesupports us in
making choices that are true to who we
are instead of conforming to others'
ideas of who we should be. In Bolen's
bestselling Goddesses in Everywoman,
the classic work of the women's
spirituality movement, the Greek
goddesses personified these
archetypes as they affected the first
two phases of a woman's adult life.
Now she explains that in the third
stage, marked physiologically by
menopause, there emerges a whole
new cast of inner archetypes that a
woman can draw on for guidance,
creativity, personal integration, and
joy. Once we learn to recognize these
forces, we can feel empowered and
wise, introspective and spiritual,
sexually bold and full of mirth. For it is
in the "wisewoman" years, when a
woman has lived long enough to
resolve the tasks of younger and
middle adulthood, that she can fully and
authentically become who she deeply
is. The generation of women who are
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approaching or who have reached the
crone years is historically unique.
Influenced by the women's movement,
they have benefited from educational
opportunities, women's support
networks, and economic resources as
excellent preparation for decades of
active postmenopausal life. By
recognizing the goddess archetypes
that emerge in this phase, women of
this special generation will be enabled
to transform the crone years into the
best years of their lives.
Goddesses in Older Women Ballantine
Books
The bestselling, widely heralded,
Jungian introduction to the
psychological foundation of a mature,
authentic, and revitalized masculinity.
Redefining age-old concepts of
masculinity, Jungian analysts Robert
Moore and Douglas Gillette make the
argument that mature masculinity is
not abusive or domineering, but
generative, creative, and empowering
of the self and others. Moore and
Gillette clearly define the four mature
male archetypes that stand out through
myth and literature across history: the
king (the energy of just and creative
ordering), the warrior (the energy of
aggressive but nonviolent action), the
magician (the energy of initiation and
transformation), and the lover (the
energy that connects one to others and
the world), as well as the four
immature patterns that interfere with
masculine potential (divine child,
oedipal child, trickster and hero). King,
Warrior, Magician, Lover is an
exploratory journey that will help men
and women reimagine and deepen their
understanding of the masculine
psyche.
The Feminine Face of God Harper San

Francisco
Throughout time, people have turned to
goddesses as symbols of what they seek
-- from abundance to healing, from
protection to passion. Building on the
resurgence of interest in the Divine
Feminine, Julie Loar presents the qualities
and origins of an international array of
these deities, along with powerful
suggestions for putting their attributes to
practical use. In a daily-reflection format,
she gracefully aligns the goddesses with
the cycles of nature and the signs of the
zodiac. If you are struggling to attain a
goal, call on the Nepalese goddess
Chomolungma, as the sherpas climbing
Mount Everest have done for generations.
Or, for good luck, invoke the Roman
goddess Fortuna, the inspiration behind
gambling's wheel of fortune. With 366
goddesses to choose from, you will find a
deity to call upon for every aspiration and
need.
Goddesses in Everywoman Simon and
Schuster
The Sacred Feminine archetypes within
astrology, mainly found within the
frequencies of asteroids and dwarf
planets, are a deep rich source of wisdom
for our lives now. For centuries Feminine
wisdom has been suppressed,
dishonoured and denied, contributing to
crisis in every aspect of our lives and
especially to our disconnection from each
other and our Earth. At this time the voice
of the Sacred Feminine is calling to be
acknowledged, expressed and heard as a
potent guide to a new way of being here
on Planet Earth that honours, nurtures
and upholds the sanctity of all life. In
Sacred Pathways Cassandra presents
seven Feminine archetypes - Venus as
Creatrix, Psyche as Soul Child, Vesta as
Priestess, Ceres as Earth Mother,
Artemis as Moon Maiden, Juno as Queen
of Heaven & Pallas Athena as Wisdom
Warrior in their both their light and
shadows as guides to women's unique
journey of evolution. Exploring these
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archetypes through astrology, mythology,
personal story and an evolutionary
perspective, this book opens doors into
woman's psyche and beyond it. It presents
a series of pathways for women to
connect deeper with the creative power
they innately are, to be present within
their heart's calling, to embody their
unique cyclical and rhythmic nature, and to
honour the deep wisdom of their knowing
in relationships and the wider world.
When God Was A Woman New World
Library
Many are familiar with Joseph Campbell’s
theory of the hero’s journey, the idea that
every man from Moses to Hercules grows
to adulthood while battling his alter-ego.
This book explores the universal
heroine’s journey as she quests through
world myth. Numerous stories from
cultures as varied as Chile and Vietnam
reveal heroines who battle for safety and
identity, thereby upsetting popular notions
of the passive, gentle heroine. Only after
she has defeated her dark side and
reintegrated can the heroine become the
bestower of wisdom, the protecting queen
and arch-crone. Instructors considering
this book for use in a course may request
an examination copy here.
The Millionth Circle Harper Collins
A classic work of female psychology that
uses seven archetypcal goddesses as a
way of describing behavior patterns and
personality traits is being introduced to
the next generation of readers with a new
introduction by the author. Psychoanalyst
Jean Bolen's career soared in the early
1980s when Goddesses in Everywoman
was published. Thousands of women
readers became fascinated with
identifying their own inner goddesses and
using these archetypes to guide
themselves to greater self–esteem,
creativity, and happiness. Bolen's radical
idea was that just as women used to be
unconscious of the powerful effects that
cultural stereotypes had on them, they
were also unconscious of powerful

archetypal forces within them that
influence what they do and how they feel,
and which account for major differences
among them. Bolen believes that an
understanding of these inner patterns and
their interrelationships offers reassuring,
true–to–life alternatives that take women
far beyond such restrictive dichotomies as
masculine/feminine, mother/lover,
careerist/housewife. And she
demonstrates in this book how
understanding them can provide the key to
self–knowledge and wholeness. Dr. Bolen
introduced these patterns in the guise of
seven archetypal goddesses, or
personality types, with whom all women
could identify, from the autonomous
Artemis and the cool Athena to the
nurturing Demeter and the creative
Aphrodite, and explains how to decide
which to cultivate and which to overcome,
and how to tap the power of these
enduring archetypes to become a better
"heroine" in one's own life story.

Kitchen Table Wisdom Conari Press
In this challenging and enlightening
companion volume to the bestselling
Goddesses in Everywoman, Jean
Shinoda Bolen turns her attention to
the powerful inner patterns--or
archetypes--that shape men's
personalities, careers, and personal
relationships. Viewing these
archtypes as the inner counterparts
of the outer world of cultural
stereotypes, she demonstrates how
men an women can gain an
nvaluable sense of wholeness and
integration when what they do is
consistent with who they are. Dr.
Bolen introduces these patterns in
the guise of eight archetypal gods,
or personality types, with whom the
reader will identify. From the
authoritarian power-seeking gods
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(Zeus, Poseidon) to the gods of
creativity (Apollo, Hephaestus) to
the sensual Dionysus, Dr. Bolen
shows men how to identify their
ruling gods, how to decide which to
cultivate and which to overcome,
and how to tap thepwer of these
enduring archetypes in order to
enrich and strengthen their lives.
She also stresses the importance of
understanding which gods you are
attracted to and which are
compatible with your expectations,
uncovers the origins of the often-
difficult father-son relationship, and
explores society's deep conflict
between nurturing behavior and the
need to foster masculinity. In Gods
in Everyman Dr. Bolen presents us
with a compassionate and lucid male
psychology that will help all men
and women to better understand
themselves and their relationships
with their fathers, their sons, their
brothers, and their lovers.
From Girl to Goddess Penguin
Sand Play for the Soul: Awakening the
Power of YOU to New Worlds of
Possibility: This book unlocks the
mystery behind one of life's greatest
hidden resources. Enter a world where
the power of discovery through the
wisdom of the Soul takes you on a
journey of possibilities and self-
transformation beyond what was
thought to be within our reach. You
learn how a simple form of play can
awaken an innate knowing so revealing
and so empowering that no life-
challenge or obstacle is
insurmountable. On this adventure "the
best in you" is given expression
through the powerful communication

tool of Sand Play. Life-empowering and
revealing, this journey is easy and fun
to do. Through practical and simple
instructions, you are shown how to
dialogue with a "Knowing" of infinite
intelligence and resource in three-
dimensional form. Meet people of all
ages, from all walks of life, who
embark on a "Sand Play for the Soul
Adventure," and transform their lives
in profound ways- exceeding the limits
of what they thought possible... even in
the midst of extraordinary life
challenge.

Women Who Run with the Wolves
Mango Media Inc.
"Maiden, Mother, or Crone--where
does a woman in her midlife years
fit in? Thirteen powerful archetypes
for your whole lifecycle. Women
who have turned to feminist
spirituality for appreciation of
women's ways of knowing will revel
in the thirteen empowering
archetypes presented in this book.
From Daughter to Blood Sister,
Mother to Amazon, Sorceress to
Crone, this groundbreaking work
reveals the grand pattern of
women's lives, rich and complex,
beautiful and mysterious. Elizabeth
Davis and Carol Leonard, licensed
midwives with sixty-five years
combined experience as health care
providers and healer, developed the
Wheel as a synthesis of their work
in women's health, spirituality and
psychology. The women's wheel of
life draws on more than a hundred
interviews with women of all ages
who have found the Wheel to be an
inspiring and revolutionary path for
more powerful living"--Back cover.
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The Circle of Life Harper Perennial
In Feminine Archetypes, two-time author
and modern Priestess Courtney Tiffany
weaves together a brand-new way of
approaching archetypes, goddess
spirituality, and self-exploration. Through
archetypal embodiment, she teaches us to
awaken to the various threads of Shakti
by exploring thirteen archetypes of the
Divine Feminine. The feminine archetypes
will teach you how to heal the wounds you
carry, lovingly embrace your shadow, and
empower you to live authentically.
Through journal prompts and rituals you
will examine your own relationship with
each archetype, and honor all expressions
of who you are. Learn how to embody the
well-known archetypes of the Maiden,
Mother, Lover, and Warrior in their most
divine expressions. Get to know the
frequently suppressed archetypes of the
Witch, Dark Goddess, and Mystic. And
become reacquainted with the lost
archetypes of Priestess and Hearth
Keeper. By learning how to embody each
archetype you will awaken the powerful
life force within you, and weave together
the gifts of the Divine Feminine. Get
ready to remember who you are, reclaim
your power, and embody your truth.
Crones Don't Whine Sounds True
Explains how women can achieve a
greater sense of self-worth by learning to
understand the unconscious powerful
forces that exist within them.

The Witch in Every Woman
ReadHowYouWant.com
The goddess and the mystery -- The
thirteen stages of women's lives --
Blood bonding -- The role of the
transformer -- The daughter and the
Amazon -- The maiden and the
matriarch -- The blood sister and the
priestess -- The lover and the
sorceress -- The mother and the crone
-- The midwife and the dark mother --
Creating your own circle.
King, Warrior, Magician, Lover William

Morrow Paperbacks
In its original edition, this culmination
of Jean Shinoda Bolen's life's work
sold over 25,000 copies. Now in
paperback for the first time Urgent
Message from Mother is a call to
action for all the women of the world.
This unique combination of visionary
thinking and practical how-to seeks to
galvanize the power of women acting
together in order to save our world.
Bolen outlines the lessons we can
learn from the women's movement,
draws on Jungian psychology and the
sacred feminine, and gives powerful
examples of women coming together
all over the globe and making a
significant impact.

Goddesses in Everywoman Harper
Paperbacks
“An honest, compelling, surprising,
and vastly reassuring book about
the spiritual life of women . . . This
landmark book is spiritual precisely
because it is authentic.”—Joan
Borysenko, Ph.D., author of Minding
the Body, Mending the Mind With a
foreword by Jean Shinoda Bolen,
M.D. For many contemporary
women, the old patriarchal models
of religion are no longer relevant,
forming a need to look beyond the
male-oriented past to a wider, more
fulfilling spiritual horizon. In this
fascinating and thought-provoking
book, Sherry Anderson and Patricia
Hopkins show how many women
have redefined traditional beliefs
and rediscovered their own unique
spiritual heritage—The Feminine
Face of God. Anderson and Hopkins
guide you through the sacred
garden of: • Childhood—seedbed of
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life's sacred passage • Leaving
home—finding your own inner
authority • Relationships—new
perspectives on intimacy • Spiritual
practice—the importance of guidance
and discipline • Sexuality—a wild
card constantly cracking open the
heart • And much more As women
enter their sacred garden and learn
the art of inner listening, they
acquire the tools for living, loving,
and praying authentically. In The
Feminine Face of God there are
seeds for growth: for creating and
sustaining intimacy and love in a
new way; for a new understanding
of sexuality; for a new vision of
family, a family of choice in a
community of love.
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